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TRASH INTO TREASURE 

Textile innovation is rapidly becoming more creative as manufacturers pursue function and eco-

friendliness. Companies are becoming famous for using sustainable materials for manufacturing 

fabric such as bamboo, paper and plastic. A company in Taiwan thought out of the box and used 

one of the most popular beverages to create fabric: Coffee 

Coffee story 

• Discovered in Ethiopia during the seventh century. 

• Became a beverage by the Eleventh century 

• Habit of drinking coffee began to spread across Europe in the fifteenth century 

• Now in the twenty-first century, coffee is not only a beverage but a way of living now 

that it’s in the clothes we wear. 

 

Ten million people start their day with coffee. However, while brewing it, only 0.2 percent of the 

coffee grounds are used while the remainder are tossed away in trash, a report by the global 

entrepreneur magazine suggested. To produce an eco-friendly fabric, the Singtex company 

gathered discarded coffee grounds from homes and cafes within the radius of their office. 

Inspiration 

President Jason Chen till this day continues to be the main spokesperson for this line…“Behind 

every successful man there is a supportive woman! 

The Story of Jason & Amy~S.Café inventor 

A simple joke started it all… 

This is the story of how S. Café was founded. 

One day S. Café brand founder and President Jason Chen was with his wife Amy out enjoying a 

local performance. While taking a break and sipping on a cup of coffee at a coffee shop, Jason 

and Amy saw a person coming into the shop asking for used coffee ground to take home. Upon 



seeing this, Amy jokingly told Jason that because he enjoys sports so much and often stinks of 

sweat should put coffee ground in his clothes so he would be less of a “smelly man”. 

We all know that coffee grounds have a unique deodorizing function, so Jason after hearing his 

wife’s wisecrack thought for a moment, then turned to his wife and yelled “GOOD IDEA”! If 

one can harness the ability to incorporate coffee grounds to make clothes, one can also increase 

the performance and value of this sustainable product. Jason quickly gathered a group of 

innovators and environmental partners and began researching the possibilities of inputting coffee 

grounds into yarn. 

Finally, after four years of research, development, blood, sweat, and tears…Jason has done it. In 

2009 S. Café brand was created with more products and innovations to come following this main 

concept. 

S.Café 

Roasting coffee beans is the most fascinating stage of making it into a beverage. A captivating 

aroma reigns the atmosphere while roasting coffee beans, but also adding to the focal point of 

S.Cafe. After baking, brewing, and one other patent process, S.Café is able to offer something far 

beyond your wildest imagination. 

The Beginning of S.Café 

After four years of experimentation and relentless efforts, S.Cafe’s sustainable technology was 

formulated. The technology is taking wisdom from life experiences, one of which is utilizing 

coffee’s natural ability to block odors. 

The hype created by S.Cafe has allowed them to pair up with local coffee shops and collect their 

used coffee grounds has proffered a sustainable path for supply of raw material  

Once thought of as garbage, now can be looked at as “trash to cash” while we continue to collect 

used coffee ground and plastic bottles from landfills by giving it another life. 

Drink it, Wear it 

To convert coffee waste and plastic bottles into fabric, Singtex has developed a prudential 

process. To manufacture one T-shirt, three cups of coffee grounds and five recycled plastic 

bottles are required. 

S.Café Yarn 

S. Café technology, with a low-temperature, high-pressure and energy efficient technique, 

combines coffee grounds onto the yarn surface, changing the features of the filament, and offers 

up to 200% quicker drying time in comparison to cotton. Also, the micro-pores on S. Café coffee 

grounds absorb odors and reflect UV rays all the time. 

 



 

Production Process 

Coffee beans 

• Coffee is an integral part of global culture. 

• The beans need to be roasted in 160~220°C 

Coffee grounds 

Huge quantities of coffee grounds are created by our daily dose of coffee. Coffee grounds can be 

used in various ways, like plant fertilizer and room deodorizers. S.Café technology applies used 

coffee grounds in our yarn production. 

Master batches 

S.Café technology combines the post patented processed grounds and polymer to create master 

batches. 

S.Café Yarn 

When the yarn production is completed, the S.Café performance benefits appear. 

S.Café Fabrics 

S.Café fabrics will provide excellent odor control, UV protection and fast drying benefits. These 

permanent functions emerge from the natural inspiration of S.Café. 

Apparel 

S.Café fabrics proffer a satisfying feel amalgamated with functional qualities for all outdoor and 

lifestyle activities. Drink it, Wear it. ™ 

 

Permanent functions 

Odor control 

S. Café coffee grounds absorb odors your body produces throughout the day. Since the coffee 

grounds are embedded inside the S. Café yarn, don’t worry about washing your S. 

Café garments, this feature lasts much longer than you would anticipate 

Fast Drying 

The key element to S.Café technology! S.Café continually drags moisture away from the skin to 

the outer surface of the fabric for faster drying process. Moisture transports from your skin to the 



outer layer of S.Café fabric, it spreads across the surface area to lower the duration of the drying 

process. Once again, this function being permanent will never wash or wear out. 

UV protection 

S. Café coffee grounds come with numerous microscopic pores, which create a long-lasting 

natural and chemical free shield for yarn or fiber, reflecting UV rays and provide a comfortable 

outdoor experience. 

 

Ice Cool Touch 

S.Café ICE-CAFÉ™ is another sustainable yarn able to lower the temperature of our skin about 

1 to 2oC compared to common fabrics. The fabric itself has a cooling feature. 

Scientists later discovered another valuable by-product from the grounds: coffee oil. Oil is 

extracted from the leftover bean and is sold to cosmetic and soap companies. It is also utilized to 

make waterproof film and foam pads. 

Over the years, Singtex has become an idol of sustainability in Taiwan. The company has a strict 

recycling system, uses natural gas instead of coal, and the cafeteria goes vegetarian once every 

week. According to Wong, the transfer to eco-friendly initiatives really came about in 2009 when 

Chen attended a speech hosted by Patagonia. 

"He listened to the speech and was motivated by Patagonia to make Singtex into a more 

environmentally conscious place," she says. 

Commercial Success 

The company is performing brilliantly at both, local and international platforms. They gave 

another life to coffee as a fabric through their sustainable process that has created hype in the 

commercial market.  

S.Cafe became the world's first mill that transforms leftover coffee grounds to fabric. Today, it 

entertains more than 110 clients, including Patagonia, North Face, Timberland, REI, Adidas, 

American Eagle, and Victoria's Secret. 

The company's list of international clients includes Victoria's Secret, Nike, Puma and New 

Balance. 

 

 

 

 



 

Reference Links: 

 

• https://www.buro247.my/fashion/buro-loves/sustainable-fabrics-recycled-food-waste-

you-need.html 

• http://www.scafefabrics.com/en-global/about/particular 

• https://www.globaltimes.cn/content/900036.shtml 

• https://www.vice.com/en/article/78m7mz/this-taiwanese-company-makes-clothes-out-of-

coffee-grounds 
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Product 

I have designed a table lamp with scrap wood, bolts and vinyl disc to give it contemporary touch. 

This lamp can be placed with wooden and metal furniture setting and can be used in Tv lounge, 

bed room etc. It can perfectly go with Minimalistic style which is trending these days. All 

materials utilized in this product are of no use independently. Other than scrap wood, these bolts 

are usually lying-in junk yards without any purpose and Now a days apart from certain 

individual’s vinyl discs are not being used. By using  

 

 

 


